Proletars of all countries unite !

N.1 October 16. 2005
The Party of Labour of Albania


(Gjirokastra)

Enver Hoxha-dearist leader of Albanian people

97 years before, on 16 October 1908 had born in Gjirokastra in a patriotic
family dearest leader of Albanian people, comrade Enver Hoxha. He after
meddle school pursues studies in France where was known with
communists and their movement. After come back in fatherland as teacher
continued his activity for organization of Communist Party. That was a
reality on 8 November 1941 after efforts in the side of Qemal Stafa, Vasil
Shanto, Pilo Pelisteri, and other. Comrade Enver in the head of the Party
leaded Antifascist National Liberation War bringing the liberation of Albania
from antifascist curators on 29 November 1944..
In the head of The Party of Labour of Albania and socialist state
Enver Hoxha confirmed that socialism can be built and to a small country
with himself forces and resources. Renegade Ramis Alia abandoning
Marxist –Leninist way gives chance the counterrevolutionary forces to take
the power. The Socialist republic of Albania in a short time of restoration of
capitalism was transformed from advanced industrial-agricultural land to a
market of the west with destroyed industry and agriculture. Today capitalist
state has a dept 1 billion and 4 hundred million $ to imperialist powers. In
these circumstances in crises is not only economy but all sectors of the
life.
Enver Hoxha has an important role in the struggle against Titoites,
Hruschovites and Maoist revisionism and in protection of MarxismLeninism. He will be forever glorious leader of Albanian people and
international revolutionary forces that are fighting for political and social
liberation.
Truth communists and his wife, comrade Nexhmie Hoxha with his
son Ilir Hoxha, has gave a big contribute in the unmasking of the history
falsifications. The books “My life with Enver”, “Betrayed friendship”, “My
father”, “Kosovo is Albania”, “Against falsificator of the history” , etc., are
a valuable material for everyone which want to know the truthfulness.
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ENVER HOXHA
NOTES FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
Saturday

3 May 1958

Today I waited Arabian friends which came in Albania with the invite of our
preparing commission for celebration of the Friendship Association
Albania-Arabic countryes.
Monday

14 January 1979

Glory to Iranian People !
The Persian people are a people with antique traditions, with higher
culture, with an idealist wide philosophy. From that people have born
writers, poets, philosophers and sinters that have astonish the world. The
history of Persian people and his distinguished men is one from the
glorious parts of the world history. ….
The tradition of this erudition was transmuted from one generation to
other. On modern times the Iran was fall prey of imperialism, especially
the English imperialism, which was first that discovered the oil in this land,
from it took … for five strivers.
…With coming of Americans (with violence on 1951 -to that place) there
however, the lion’s piece of the oil was given to USA.
…Middle East is in fire and blaze. Iran now is in vanguard, whereas the
other countries of this region are in confusion, in the numberless intrigues.
…
NEWS


Neo-Nazis Sali Berisha came in Power

On 3 Jun ex-president of Albania neo-Nazis Sali Berisha after a hidden
agreement with socialist leader Fatos Nano could to come in Power. In fact
Democratic Party will govern and why could to take no majority of the votes
throughout the purchase of commissioners in voting centers. The electoral low,
prepared under instructions and observations of CEO, done possible that
disaster.. Major damages suffered small parties with that low which favorite two
big parties and there aleas to do manoeuvres in their advantages..
Neo-Nazis Sali Berisha during time that was President of Albania (199297) has a bleach history in power. He imprisoned, tortured and steals away his
political opposites. DP with its vote in parliament takes off low Communist Party
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(which is split from this to the Party of Labour of Albania, Communist Party and “8
November Party).
Berisha government gave chins Slobodan Miloschevic to take oil from
Greece when up it was decide embargo from UN and done traffic of arms. It
closed and destroys
factories, miners and all state enterprises to put in life bad fame program of
shock therapy, that let without work up 5 00 thousand workers. Majority of them
were fall a prey of visa Traficant. Many from them had lost their life in seas and
mountains going illegally in west. That was a big tragedy for Albanian people.
Sali Berisha used police force, armed forces, bomber aero plans, poison
gas, deleterious maters, and criminal bands against the insurgent people in
South after the bankruptcy of pyramidal firms, for which he was himself
guarantor. In this time EC was in his side and support him with “Peaceful
Forces”. The insurgence stopped when he declared resignation and other
required of insurgent people.
Berisha came in power to do what he couldn’t to do against revolutionary
forces and the national interests.


Education system in crises

For 15 years consecutively pupils and students couldn’t get some learning books.
Some in deep poverty couldn’t bay and that books which can get in market for
high prices sometimes up to declared price from the Education and Science
Ministry. Many children are follow teaching in nature because their schools are
destroyed in period after 1990. In Albania today about 16 % of the younger are
unable to write their name. Critical is the condition of the education in villages in
heels, mountains and far from the cities.
Another problem in this sector is corruption and low salary for teachers.
The level of students is very low because one that has money can bay positive
results in examinations. That has demoralized and good students. Every one in
Albania is now with heart pain to seeing this situation, especially when is evoking
modern education system in the Enver’s time.


The success of the Party of Labour of Albania in last parliamentary
elections

To an article in newspaper of PLA, “8 Nentori”, secretar of central commity,
comrade Muharem Xhafa, has wrote then on 3 July PLA won 3 times more
votes than in past election for local Power. That result will be some times
mo if the counting process would be correct. CP won about 2 times mo
little then past voting. PLA had invite from some years two other Parties to
unifying of our programs to had only one M-L Party, but that calling has fall
in deaf ears. Hysni Milloshi to be in a critical position now wants to do a
maneuver in front of the pressure from his party organizations in base that
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are for unification. He decided in last congress to let out every possibility
of unifications.


Declaration of
independence

Communists of Gjirokastra (PLA) for KOSOVO

Gjirokastra communists are supporting vigorously the independence
of Kosovo which is in accordance with the will of its people and in interest
of
the stability in Balkan region. Communists are not only for
independence, but and for the rightness of unification with Albania state,
from which imperialist big Powers on 1913, in London’s conference
separated from homeland more than 2/3 of Albanian territory and
population.
The self-determination till in full detaching is an elementary rightness
that M-L really, and the imperialism formally know for every people and
nation.


Declaration of Communists of Gjirokastra (PLA) for the legalization
of the house sites free
Gjirokastra communists claim from the government and the Parliament to
legalize the house sites of all population which after the year 1990 are
moved from first their house sites to other sites as need to had better
chances to live after installation of capitalist system in Albania. The
prolonging of this act for more than one decade has caused big stress to
these men and conflict that have ended with blood many times. PLA seeks
from upper institutions to do the legalization of the house sites. Free where
that are in heel or in mounting, but no in agriculture land.


Declaration of Communists of Gjirokastra (PLA)

The US imperialism realized by the murderers of FBI in Puerto Rico on 23rd
September, 2005. Killing of freedom fighter, Filiberto Ojeda Rios, the leader
of the organization “Boricua Popular Army - Machateros”, which fights for
the independence of Puerto Rico, a colony of USA? He was 72 years old.
The US imperialism finds legitimate all kinds of attacks, massacres and
tortures to any force which resist against its colonialist and hegemonic
interests. But the terrorist essence of the “fight against terrorism” of
imperialism was seen clearly in the torture chamber called Abu Ghraib and
in the Guantánamo camps. The fight against terrorism is violation in Iraq,
children massacred in Palestine, execution in the streets of London
The resistance of Filiberto was a bridge of fraternity between the peoples
who resist in Latin America and those who resist in Iraq, Palestine,
Kurdistan and all the Middle East. The workers, the toilers, and the
oppressed people of the world will ask account from the imperialist
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aggressors, at first, from USA! Filiberto Ojeda Rios will live forever in the
fight for freedom and socialism! Filiberto Ojeda Rios is immortal!


Declaration of Communists of Gjirokastra (PLA) for the massacre of
Turkish regime in North Kurdistan

Before some times Turkish’s regime killed 17 militants of MKP(TurkeyNorth Kurdistan) in North Kurdistan. One from them was our friend Zeki,
which was an important contributor to the organization of anti-imperialist
movement in Balkan. Those actions of the bourgeoisie can not come back
the struggle of North Kurdistan people for self-determination, but are
getting up to a high level class struggle towards the victory. 17 martyrs of
June’s massacre will be immortal !


PLA –member of “Conference of Communist and Workers’ Parties of
the Balkans”.

With initiative of Greek Communist Organization (GCO) was organized in
Thesaloniqi of Greece Conference of Communist and Workers’ Parties of
the Balkans. The Party of Labour of Albania’s representative, Laver Stroka,
regards this meeting which has objection intensifying of anti-imperialist
struggle. In his discussion he stressed : “The reggresiv forces and
shortsight politicians in these countries, invested in many way to create
a gloomy climate, for the albanians. This policy is attempting to obstruct
solving of albanian question in Cameria and in other terytory of exYgoslavia. For this reason albanians are named criminels, bandits, payed
killers, etc. For this reason they are against the indipedence of Kosovo .
However, the future will bring the transforming of this reality have or no
good will the bourgeoizie.
Albanian communists doesn’t desire national conflicts in our
pennisula, but will not stop efforts for solving of national question
according to Marxist- Leninist principes. Frendsheep between nations can
be a reality only when they have fredom and the same rightness in the
respective countries.
Let be together to destroy the capitalist system, which cannot
exists
“a) without using pressure to minorities
b)without extending their territories
in disfavour of their
neighbors
c) without be the servants of imperialist countries, financially,
and militarly.” (J. V. STALIN Vo. 5, 1921-1923, f. 17, Mosque 1953)
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A delegation of MLKP (Turkey-North Kurdistan) visited Albania.

Before some times a delegation of MLKP (Turkey-North Kurdistan) visited
Albania. First talking between two Parties are realized in 1995 during the
International conference in Ischia (Italy) and second in London (2001) .
Between our parties had the same opinions for every discussed meter .
These relation are strengthen after frequent talking in Thesaloniqi
Conference (April 2005) where Turkish delegation express wish to visit
Albania.
At first this delegation did a visit in the house of comrade Enver
Hoxha in Gjirokastra . The second day delegation had a long friendship
talking with the comrade Nexhmie Hoxha in Tirana. In this talking was
present the member of Political Bureau of ALP Laver Stroka.
The talking was with enough interest for organization, ideological
and political matters. An important discussion had for the Kosovo
independence and other national questions in Balkan.
The experience of
MLKP is with much value for Albanian
communists in the actual conditions where in the Power are similar
regimes.


A delegation of GCO visited Albania.

Before the Thesaloniqi conference came in Gjirokastra for a short visit a
delegation of the Greek communist Organization. After talking with
representatives of PLA for Gjirokastra district, in which had full
understanding for discussed matters, the delegation presided over by
comrade Vasil Haxhillambrou, done a visit in the house of comrade Enver
Hoxha and in the arms museum in the old castle.

(This bulletin is prepared in Gjirokastra to inform INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST MOUVEMENT for the developments in Albania)
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